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Editorial
The

three

articles

in

this

issue

of

World

roads,

expanding

the

increasing

number

lanes

on

speed

limit

on

Transport Policy and Practice deliver a strongly

motorways,

coherent message about the transport debate

motorways

globally and the importance of a much improved

budgets for walking, cycling and public transport

from

the

of

70mph-80mph

and

cutting

relationship between science, evidence-based
knowledge and the world of transport policy.

In this issue Theoharis Tziovaras presents a

This journal was founded 18 years ago to add to

critique of ―green cars‖ and highlights the

the logic and rigour of transport policy through

dangers associated with the pursuit of green

the scrutiny of evidence and analysis and the

cars as if this actually delivers sustainable

distillation of the results of that scrutiny into

transport objectives. Michelle Zeibots and John

policy advice. Sadly our conclusion is that

Elliott revisit the important subject of new roads

transport policy is still largely free of any close

generating new traffic and link this to public

link between scrutiny, rigour and the choices

participation and democratic process in transport

that are made.

Transport policy is still deeply

policy making.

embedded in a car-dominated culture and a

well-developed

touching belief in the links between expensive

produces better outcomes than the systems in

transport infrastructure and economic growth

place in London or Sydney. Peter Newman and

and job creation.

Jeff Kenworthy turn their attention to the debate

The relatively independent

The situation in Zurich with its
citizen

on

forgiven for arriving at the conclusion that

responding to an earlier article by Paul Mees

transport policy is very simply about building

(the ―density delusion‖) in which he criticised the

more

high

speed

rail

and

In

this

article

process

careful observer of transport policy can be

roads,

densification.

involvement

they

are

airport

view that making our urban areas denser can

expansion so that more of us can move around

bring about significant gains in reducing per

at a greater speed and travel more miles and

capita energy use in transport, reducing CO2

not be disturbed in this activity by the behaviour

emissions

of others trying to do the same thing. In spite

patronage. This is a hugely important debate but

of a huge explosion of rhetoric and spin around

also

climate change, sustainability and civilised cities

sustainable transport advocates from the task of

the important work still goes on ministries of

creating low carbon, resilient and people-friendly

transport and in the world of PFIs and transport

cities.

one

and
that

improving
runs the

public

transport

risk of distracting

infrastructure to give us a higher level of
mobility than last year and make sure it goes up

At the risk of exceeding established bounds of

again next year.

The independent, careful

editorial freedom our view is that we all have a

observer will very rarely find a transport policy

very urgent and important task in the world

that sets out a staged programme of reducing

which is to correct a major malfunction in the

car park spaces, decommissioning highways and

way policy makers and their advisers are dealing

turning them into parks and woodland, closing

with the totality of mobility, urban form, budgets

residential streets to through traffic or setting

and quality of life. Transport policy interventions

out a clear vision of zero deaths and injuries in

as currently carried out in most parts of the

the road traffic environment or a zero carbon

world can be described as a ―boondoggle‖ to use

transport

a strange but attractive American expression.

future.

Once

again

we

are

very

pleased indeed to congratulate Sweden on doing

The

both these things but there is no sign of such

though

English equivalent is ―a dog‘s dinner‖

clarity of thought and purpose in the UK or USA

urgently need to re-arrange almost every aspect

or Australia.

of transport policy and spending to deliver a

some

prefer

―dog‘s

breakfast‖.

We

high quality of life for all citizens, much reduced
The UK contrary to the lessons that can be

levels

learned from Sweden, is very busy building new

accessibility to the things that need accessing,

3

of

mobility

with

higher

levels

of
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much improved social justice including spending

presented at a conference in Wuppertal in

the vast bulk of transport money on improving

Germany on 30th September 2011.

the accessibility of the young, the poor children,
women and the elderly. We need zero carbon,

John Whitelegg

zero deaths and injuries, zero air pollution and

Editor

current outcomes are quite simply not good
enough.

In delivering what is needed to be

delivered we will require an approach to land
use

and

density

suburbanisation.

that

avoids

We

will

sprawl
need

and
new

developments near high quality public transport
nodes and not 10 miles down a minor road in
the countryside with a bus every Tuesday and
Thursday. We will also need a world class public
transport system that can deliver a seamless
journey experience across a highly integrated,
dense network of services and we will also need
many millions more citizens on bikes and feet
rather than bus, train and tram and we will need
this in China and India as well as Australia and
the UK.

The density debate has produced a

degree of polarisation but it is abundantly clear
that all those arguing for low energy and
resilient cities, zero carbon transport and high
quality public transport are all working towards
the same goal. The goal is clear.
that

values

people,

It is a society

propinquity,

security,

sociability and the joy of living in a high quality
environment. It is a society that recognises the
manifold defects of relying on 1000kg of metal
to move around 80kgs of person and take up far
too much valuable space in cities. This we do
agree on.
Space is a unifying concept and focus for all our
efforts.

Please take a moment to look at the

cover page of this issue of WTPP.

This is a

diagram to illustrate the relative space demands
of transport choices. A car driver takes 115 sq
metres of space, a tram occupant 12, a cyclist
10, a train passenger 7 and a pedestrian 3
square

metres.

Land

is valuable,

space

is

precious and we cannot afford in any way at all
to supply several billion people in the urbanised
world with 115 sq meters each for their trips.
We are very grateful indeed to Yvonne MeierBukowiecki,

Leiterin

Fachbereich

Mobilitätsmanagement of the City of Zurich for
permission to

4

use

this diagram

which she
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Abstracts and Keywords

Urban road building and traffic congestion: What went wrong?
Dr Michelle E Zeibots and John R Elliott
This paper investigates the claim that greater

generates additional traffic that perpetuates

investment

congested conditions?

in

roads

would

reduce

traffic

congestion and improve the environment in

We

British and Australian cities. It provides an

examining the structure of transport decision-

overview of the phenomenon known as induced

making and governance systems and how these

traffic — the additional traffic generated in

influence which views within society ultimately

response to faster travel speeds made possible

dominate

by the addition of road or motorway capacity —

community

and broadly reviews the findings by government

proposals from Britain and Australia with those

committees charged with the responsibility to

in

investigate the outcomes from road proposals.

mechanisms

When taken as a whole, there appears to be a

system.

cycle at play where road expansion is advocated

infrastructure

to overcome congestion; people in affected

motivated

neighbourhoods object, saying they want public

transport

transport to be improved instead; governments

representational democratic systems operating

react

in Britain and Australia appear vulnerable to

to

policies

public
are

complaint;

put

on

hold

road
and

expansion
new

policy

attempt

to

transport

to

in

direct

conclude
the

interests

and

by

compare
motorway
democratic

decision-making
that

need

solutions

We

the

decisions

by

question

urban

where

feature

We

this

policy.

reactions

Switzerland

other

answer

transport

are

not

always

to

provide

viable

users.

The

for

motivations

that

often

directions are investigated; congestion continues

conflict with the interests and wishes of the

to be a problem, and; eventually road expansion

general community.

policies creep back into government transport
plans so that the cycle begins again. In light of
this

history,

we

ask

why

government

administrations in the UK and Australia, and
other parts of the world, have continued to
increase

road

capacity

as

a

solution

to

Key words: induced traffic, road proposals, road
capacity, congestion, transport infrastructure,
transport
decision-making,
community
reactions,
urban
motorways,
governance
systems

congestion when all the evidence indicates it

Is there such a thing as an environmentally-friendly car?
Theoharis Tziovaras, M.Sc.
This paper identifies flaws in the language and

life. In the wider context of transport, society

concepts

and automobile use there is no such thing as an

around

"green

"environmentally friendly" cars.

cars"

and

Whilst it is

environmentally friendly car.

possible to produce cars with lower levels of
polluting exhaust emissions and greenhouse

Key words: green car, environmentally friendly

gases there remains a fundamental problem

car, electric vehicle, life cycle analysis, noise,

around the impact of cars on the use of space,

congestion

road traffic danger and damage to community

The Density Multiplier: A Response to Mees
Peter Newman and Jeff Kenworthy
Density debates are highly emotional; it seems to

suggesting

that

we

are

part

of

a

cause many people in transport policy to go into

delusion‘ (Mees, 2009). This article attempts to

a rage. We have often been the focus of these

show why we must take density seriously.

rages and in recent times Paul Mees has begun

5
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‗density

URBAN ROAD BUILDING AND TRAFFIC CONGESTION: WHAT WENT WRONG?
Dr Michelle E Zeibots & John R Elliott
This paper is dedicated to the memory of J Michael Thomson (1928–2010).
1.

INTRODUCTION

proposals that required the demolition of

During the 1950s and 60s, most major cities

thousands of London homes. While several

around the world played host to strategic

road schemes for the Greater London Area

transport plans that featured a network

(GLA) had been proposed in the decades

hierarchy of road and motorway proposals.

before, the extent of the GLDP laid the

As the largest cities in Britain and Australia,

foundations for some of the most dramatic

London and Sydney respectively, were no

and protracted community protests over

exceptions. In London in the late 1960s and

road schemes the world has ever seen (The

early 70s, the Greater London Development

Economist 1994).

Plan

(GLDP)

was

released

featuring

an

extensive set of radial and orbital motorway
Figure 1 Traffic jam on the M25 motorway at the M40 junction

Source: BBC News. 2002, M25 is worst road ‘hotspot’. www.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/2328867.stm 15 October.
Accessed 28 May 2010.

In

Cumberland

The primary raison d‘être for these schemes

Scheme from 1951 consolidated a series of

Sydney,

the

was the contention that they would relieve

radial motorway proposals in legislation. Two

traffic congestion by reducing travel times

decades later when governments tried to

and removing private motor vehicles from

build them, like the plans for London, they

urban centres and residential streets. But

triggered strident protests from residents

despite

who

their

outcomes have been significantly different.

neighbourhoods protected and more space

Congestion has persisted (Goodwin 2004;

efficient public transport services upgraded

BTRE 2007), public transport has received

in preference to motorway construction (Sun

less investment than it otherwise would, and

Herald 1972, p. 3).

in some cases, like London‘s M25 shown in

wanted

County

the

of

amenity

of

these

congestion

good

became

intentions,

worse

after

actual

the

motorway opened (Tickle 1993).

6
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Overtime, the experience spawned a series

which is then ignored and largely forgotten

of thought provoking works by academics

(Goodwin 2006).

and lay intellectuals that explained how and

Goodwin had played a key role in the

why adding road space to heavily congested

production of one of the most influential of

road networks encourages further traffic

these

growth, shifting bottlenecks from one point

generation of traffic — while sitting on the

to another and attracting people away from

UK

public transport (for example, Jacobs 1961;

Committee

Downs 1962; Plowden 1972; Thomson 1977;

(SACTRA 1994). At the time, the SACTRA

Mogridge

Downs

1992;

—

Trunk

Governments
for

routes and

Standing

Trunk

Route

the

Advisory
Assessment

Engwicht

Report was a watershed and broke the

1992; Mogridge 1997). But governments

intellectual logjam that had existed on the

have generally ignored these views and the

issue of induced traffic growth. After its

residential

publication,

roads

1990;

reports

communities

that

opposed

would

neighbourhoods,

to

destroy
changed

their

transport

government

practitioners

agencies

would

no

the

longer contest induced traffic growth, stop
urban motorway projects and get on with the

interests to advocate better public transport

business

for everyone (for example, Bendixson 1974;

services to urban centres (Zeibots 2007, p.

CART 1989), have largely been overlooked.

58). But this has not been the case.

From time to time, as in the case of the last

In this paper we ask why the empirical

link in London‘s M25, governments have had

findings from motorway investigations and

to confront the counter-productive outcomes

insights from microeconomic theory have

from

and

been ignored? We ask why urban road

instigate inquiries into why problems have

building keeps being promoted as a way of

occurred. And while, as will be shown in

reducing

Section 2, many inquiries of this kind bring

evidence exists to show that under heavily

down reports advising against motorway

congested urban conditions problems are

construction, motorway policy has persisted.

perpetuated and in some cases made worse?

When reflecting on this state of affairs,

We ask, what went wrong?

motorway

by

thought

many

experience, looked beyond their own self

urban

who,

the

construction

of

improving

congestion

public

when

transport

compelling

world-renowned transport economist and UK
academic Prof Phil Goodwin observed:

We find the answer in the structure of
political

decision-making

systems.

We

‗When the costs of travel are reduced,

discuss the relationship between general

people do more of it. When the costs

governance

of car travel are reduced, people use

knowledge and stakeholder motivations and

cars more. Why are these obvious

conclude

propositions so forgettable that they

preoccupations of professionals and industry

need

groups sometimes run contrary to public

to

be

proved

anew

every

decade?‘ (Goodwin 2006).

structures,
that

the

professional
interests

and

interests. In political systems where the
ultimate recipients of transport decisions

Goodwin was responding to the latest report

have little or no decision-making power

on induced traffic growth (Matson et al.

themselves, conflicts are more difficult to

2006) and lamenting an apparent cycle in

overcome

the

evidence more difficult to resolve.

transport

planning

and

development

and

confusion

over

empirical

process in the UK where every ten years
since

produced

In Section 2 we briefly review the history of

providing evidence of induced traffic growth

1925,

a

new

report

is

motorway policies and their public reception
in the UK and Australia, while focussing on

7
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London and Sydney. We also review key

Methodology

empirical analyses and theoretical arguments

decision-making chains by tracking the way

applied within those political contexts.

that

In Section 3 we examine the structure of the

agencies

political conditions under which decisions

rejected motorway plans.

elected

(SSM),

which

government

responded

when

documents

and

technical

communities

were made to proceed with motorways. We
do this using

a form of Soft Systems

Figure 2 GLDP primary road concept diagram (1969) and County of Cumberland Scheme (1951)

Motorways proposed under Greater London Development Plan (1969)
Greater London Council Boundary

Source: GLC. 1969, Greater London Development Plan Statement. Greater London Council, London, p. 25, and Ashton, P. &
Waterson, D. B. 2000, Sydney takes shape: a history in maps. Hema Maps Pty Ltd. Brisbane, p. 59.

In Section 4 we compare and contrast

focus on urban motorway construction and

community responses to urban motorway

freeing up road space for private motor

proposals in Zürich with those from London

vehicles. Significantly, we find that unique

and Sydney using the same SSM. In Zürich

and highly effective engineering practices in

we find significantly different outcomes were

relation to public transport optimisation have

achieved

had

emerged in Switzerland as a direct result of

greater control over the political decision-

professionals having to carry out community

making process. They directed government

directives.

to

pursue

improved

because

the

capital
public

community

works

projects

that

transport

services

and

enhanced network operations rather than

8
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2.

ADDING

ROAD

CONGESTED

SPACE

URBAN

TO

NETWORKS:

transport, Layfield recommended retaining
many

of

the

motorways.

Despite

the

EVIDENCE AND THEORY

concessions, many in the community did not

This section explores three broad areas —

accept

motorway

Conservative-led

policy

and

strategic

planning,

the

findings

and

in

Greater

1973,

London

the

Council

empirical evidence and transport theory. The

(GLC) was replaced with a Labour Council

historical overview in this section provides

who opposed the motorways and supported

the background material that is used in the

public transport.

analysis of governance systems provided in
Section 2.

In Sydney, the events that followed initial
attempts to build the motorways proposed in

2.1

motorway

the County of Cumberland Scheme — shown

inquiries and election results for London

Strategic

plans,

above in Fig. 2 — followed a similar course.

and Sydney

In

1968–69

the

Askin

under

advice

Coalition1

The Greater London Development Plan from

Government,

1969

Department of Main Roads (DMR), proposed

comprised

motorways

a

and

series

three

of

14

concentric

radial
orbital

to

construct

motorway

from

sections

the

through

routes (GLC 1969) as shown in Fig.2. Road

inner-city neighbourhoods that would have

widening proposals for London began prior to

required the demolition of thousands of

this plan in 1908 with the A1 Archway Road

homes

before the more comprehensive network

local residents (Sun Herald 1972, p. 3).

attracting

hostile

responses

from

plans by Bressey (Bressey and Lutyens
1937) and Abercrombie (Abercrombie 1944)

Like

that later metamorphosed into the GLDP.

launched campaigns against the motorway

Upon release, the GLDP triggered public

proposals. These culminated in blockades

protests. In particular, the motorway box —

that were supported by Trade Unions and the

or inner orbital — would have required the

opposition Labor Party (Mundy 2006, pers.

demolition of thousands of homes through

comm.). In 1976, the Labor Party was

densely populated neighbourhoods. Several

elected,

influential individuals and professionals with

transport

transport

technical

Government, priority was given to expansion

skills were personally affected and joined

of the rail network with two new lines in the

local

eastern and south-west of the metropolitan

planning

community

and

related

groups

who

organised

London residents, Sydney residents

bringing

with

policy.

Under

a

the

new

Wran

called for the abandonment of the entire

Commissions

scheme (Pharoah 2006, pers. comm.). With

motorways proposed under the County of

guidance from transport economist J Michael

Cumberland Scheme — the F1 and F5.

Thomson,

Induced

different

vision,

instead

articulated

traffic

Inquiry

growth

was

into

two
radial

considered

advocated

extensively in both inquiries, and unlike

public transport improvements and cited

Layfield, Kirby recommended neither of the

induced traffic growth as their reason for

motorways be built (for example see Kirby

rejecting

1980).

the

motorway

they

a

of

launched

in

area.

community

government

change

themselves into a metropolitan coalition that

the

The

it

plan

(Thomson

1969).
In the face of such opposition, Sir Frank
Layfield was appointed to chair a public
inquiry into the GLDP (Layfield 1972). While
acknowledging the need to improve public

9

1

In Australia, the Coalition is the local idiom for
the conservative political parties comprising the
Liberal Party and the National Party. The Liberal
Party generally represents urban electorates while
the National Party represents rural electorates.
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In London, upon election, the Labour-led

engineering. The GLC maintained an explicit

GLC

opposition

encountered

two

obstacles.

First,

to

further

development.

Conservative National Government, which

Transport‘s policy was to anticipate traffic

meant the GLC could not stop all motorways,

growth and try to provide sufficient capacity

so their policy position was compromised.

to accommodate it, it was GLC policy to

The second obstacle was resistance from

resist any increase in road space because it

GLC staff whose skill sets and understanding

encouraged

of

geared

pers. comm.). During this period GLC staff

towards road building. GLC staff continued to

undertook case studies of road schemes, the

require development applicants to retain

results

setbacks

following section.

conventions

for

new

were

buildings

along

roads

traffic

of

which

the

motorway

responsibility for roads was shared with the

technical

Where

urban

Department

growth

are

(Moore

presented

of

2006,

in

the

identified for widening under the GLDP, for
example, despite the policy change. The

Meanwhile in Sydney, after changes to the

Labour Councillors did not have a strategy

Labor leadership in 1986, the Unsworth

for overcoming and changing these practices

Labor Government retracted its previous

(Moore 2006, pers. comm.).

policy

and

began

investigating

ways

to

involve the private sector in the funding and
In 1976, a modified GLDP was passed. Ring-

operation of motorway developments (Searle

roads one and two were removed, ring-road

1999). The Sydney Harbour Tunnel (SHT)

three — which would later become the M25

was

— was retained, as were several radial

private-sector financing. After a change of

motorways

North

Government in 1988, whereby the Greiner

Circular Road — the northern sector of

Coalition Government gained power, the

Ringway

program

and

2

importantly

—

for

which

the
the

National

the

first

of

project

private

undertaken

tollway

with

construction

Government had responsibility. In 1977, a

increased in scale. The M4 and M5 tollways

Conservative GLC was elected to office, while

were

the Labour Party gained control of the

findings, and opened to traffic in 1992. In

National Government. During this period,

the case of the SHT and M4, traffic volumes

GLC motorway policy was reversed, but new

appeared to be much higher than before and

road projects were approached on a project-

congestion greater at key points on the

by-project

surrounding road network, which became a

basis

rather

metropolitan-wide
community

scheme

opposition

was

than

as

so
less

a
that

intense

focus

approved,

for

public

despite

previous

complaint

and

inquiry

protest

(Hutchings 1992; Skinner 1992).

(Pharoah 2006, pers. comm.).
2.2

Debate over empirical evidence of

In 1981, Labour candidates led by Ken

network conditions before and after the

Livingstone won control of the GLC, and

addition of road capacity

unlike previous Councils, explicitly set about

This section provides an overview of the

to change the thinking of GLC staff. Council

nature of the debate between transport

terminated

of

professionals over the empirical evidence for

proposed road works, made changes to

induced traffic growth. While the results of

senior

and

technical findings need to be revisited, it is

restructured the transport bureaucracy. New

ultimately their implications for the social

sections dedicated to the development of

and political context in which they are made

cycleway

that are of interest here.

around

and

and

middle

three

quarters

management

pedestrian

access

were

created. To some extent, these acted as a
counter to those specialising in road traffic

10
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The travel behaviour responses that occur

traffic reassignment and trip-rescheduling

when travel speeds are increased as a result

are not generally considered to be induced

of road capacity increases include:

traffic growth because they comprise trips on
the road network that were already being





Traffic

reassignment:

where

some

made. The other travel behaviour responses

commuters find that a new or improved

generally produce an increase in Vehicle

road is quicker and more attractive than

Kilometres

an old route and so switch from one to

definition

the other.

induced traffic growth is to some extent

Mode-shifting: where people find travel

context dependent, an increase in VKT is

by car on a new or improved road faster

generally the key defining factor.

Travelled
of

which

(VKT).

While

responses

the

constitute

than using alternate public transport





services and so shift from one to the

A significant part of the empirical evidence

other

SACTRA relied on was produced by technical

Trip rescheduling: where congestion

officers working for the GLC in 1984–85 who

during peak periods is reduced, people

conducted before and after assessments of

who travelled outside the peaks change

several

their departure time, increasing peak

between 1969 and 1984 (Beardwood &

volumes.

Elliott 1985; SACTRA 1994, pp. 70–77;

Change in vehicle occupancy rates:

Purnell,

where commuters who were travelling as

locations of the schemes investigated are

a passenger in another‘s motor vehicle

shown below in Fig.3.

road

projects

Beardwood

&

opened

Elliot

to

traffic

1999).

The

choose to drive their own car.


Trip redistribution: where preferred
destinations that had previously taken
too long a time to access fall within more
viable travel times, inducing people to
travel further.



Induced or generated trips: where
faster network speeds result in people
choosing to undertake more trips where
before they had not travelled at all.



Development traffic: where travel to a
district becomes quicker and so more
attractive as a place to settle (SACTRA
1994, pp. 20–22, 51 and 53).

The

SACTRA

report

provides

a

detailed

behaviour responses are considered to be
traffic

growth

and

others

not

(SACTRA 1994, pp. 20–21). Put simply,

11

studies are not the focus of this paper, it is
useful

to

review

methodology

from

key

aspects

of

the

one

case

study

and

critical responses from some professionals as
a way of understanding the social and
political

context,

and

ultimately

the

motivation, in which technical analysis is
undertaken.
In their analysis of changes to road traffic
volumes before and after opening of the
A40M

summary of why some of these travel
induced

While the precise details of the various case

Westway

motorway,

Purnell,

Beardwood and Elliott (1999) identified three
sets of roads, or corridors, that broadly
connect the different sets of origins and
destinations. These were the Westway, Old
Brompton Road and Finchley Road corridors.
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Figure 3 Location of road schemes analysed by Purnell, Beardwood and Elliott (1999)
M25 (A1 – M11)

M11

North Circular
Road
Blackwall
Tunnel

Avenue Road
Abbey Road

Finchley Road

A40 Westway

Maida Vale
A316
(M3 – A312)

Harrow Road

Westway
Westbourne Grove
Notting Hill Gate
N

Motorways

Motorways analysed by Purnell,
Beardwood & Elliot (1999)

Tunnelled motorways

Greater London Council boundary

High Street
Cromwell Road
Old Brompton Road
Fulham Road
Kings Road

Westway
arterial roads
rail lines

The Westway corridor comprises: Notting Hill Gate, Moscow Road, Dawson Place, Westbourne Grove, Talbot
Road, St Stephen’s Garden, Westway and Harrow Road (some of these are not shown in the diagram).
The Finchley Road corridor comprises: Maida Vale, Hamilton Terrace, Abbey Road, Loudoun Road,
Marlborough Road, Finchley Road, St John’s Wood Park, Avenue Road (some of these are not shown in the
diagram).
The Old Brompton Road corridor comprises: Cromwell Road, Old Brompton Road, Fulham Road and Kings
Road.
Source: Purnell, S., Bearwood, J. & Elliott, J. 1999, ‘The effects of strategic network changes on traffic’ in World Transportation
Policy and Practice, Vol. 5, No. 2, p. 29.

The relative location of roads in each of

period (Purnell, Bearwood & Elliott 1999, p.

these is shown to the right in Fig.4. The

35). Traffic then continued to grow on the

relative changes in traffic volumes for each

Westway corridor over the next five years to

of these three corridors are shown in Fig.4

nearly double the preopening levels. Data for

where it can be seen that after opening

the Old Brompton corridor were not available

traffic in the Westway corridor increased

for the periods immediately before and after

from just under 95,000 vehicle movements

opening of the Westway motorway, however

on average per day to just over 126,000

longer

while traffic on the Finchley Road corridor

changes.

term

data

show

no

significant

increased by just over 2,000 for the same

12
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This work was repeated for five other major

presence of induced traffic growth (see for

road schemes carried out in London between

example, Pells 1989; Wurz 1992; Mewton

1969 and 1984. Results of this kind are

2005, Matson et al. 2006; Zeibots 2007).

typical of those analyses that test for the
Figure 4 24-hour two-way flows in Westway, Finchley Road and Old Brompton Road corridors
200

ycorridor
a
tw
s
e
W

Flow (thousands of vehicles)

Before count
May 1970
After count
Sept/Oct 1970

Old Brompton Road
co

150

rridor

Finchley Road corridor
100

50
1970

1972

1974

1976

1978

1980

1982

Source: Purnell, S., Bearwood, J. & Elliott, J. 1999, ‘The effects of strategic network changes on traffic’ in World Transportation
Policy and Practice, Vol. 5, No. 2, p. 35.

In relation to such studies, professionals who

roads

do not wish to acknowledge induced traffic

different towns and districts. If this were the

growth and its policy implications often cite

case, then traffic reassignment from these

traffic reassignment as responsible for any

distant roads would have to be of a similar

apparent increases in total traffic volumes.

order to the reassignment from local roads.

For example, during the SACTRA Inquiry,

The excess induced traffic on the Newbury

consultants working for the Department for

bypass was 13,800 Average Daily Traffic

Transport challenged the empirical evidence

(ADT) (Matson et al. 2006, pp. 74), whereas

presented to the committee, claiming that

the

area-wide

was

18,000 ADT. Area-wide reassignment over

responsible for the increase (SACTRA 1994,

such a large regional area is even more

p. 85). Or in other words, traffic was being

unlikely given that traffic reductions on the

reassigned

old

traffic

from

reassignment

roads

beyond

the

screenlines described in the Westway and
other

examples

analysed

by

the

many

miles

predicted

road

away

that

reassignment

were

considerably

was

connect

around

less

than

predicted (Matson et al. 2006, pp. 76–78).

GLC,

although it is worth noting that the analysis

In light of claims such as these, in a before

of the Blackwall Tunnel and approach roads

and after study of the M4 motorway section

used

from

the

screenline,

Thames

river

thereby

crossings
covering

as

a

every

reasonable reassignment option.

Mays

Hill

to

Prospect

in

Sydney,

Zeibots (2007) collated road traffic data for a
screenline

that

covered

all

possibilities

across the entire metropolitan area. The
A similar argument was put at an open

analysis found a residual volume above

seminar on the CPRE 2006 study where

growth rates for periods when there were no

claims were made that traffic increases in

increases in capacity and evidence of second

the corridor after opening of the Newbury

order induced traffic growth — increases in

Bypass comprised traffic reassignment from

traffic on roads from which local area traffic

13
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reassignment had taken place after the

road space per person, people drive more

motorway opening (Zeibots 2007, pp. 227–

than in cities where road space per person is

261).

less. By examining whole systems, potential
problems with data availability and area-

Other forms of empirical analysis have been

wide traffic reassignment are overcome.

generated in an attempt to circumvent the
contention that apparent increases in traffic

When examining empirical evidence of the

volumes

resulting

from

kind briefly outlined here, the theory used to

increases

comprise

existing

road

capacity

trips.

These

account for results is also critical as this is

include macro analyses or whole system

what is used later to construct traffic models

analyses. As shown in Fig. 5, VKT per capita

and inform evaluation methods used to

is positively correlated with the amount of

justify road and motorway projects.

road space, showing that in cities with more
Figure 5 VKT vs road length per capita for 78 international cities (1995)

Total VKT per person (km/year)

25,000

R2 = 0.61
20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

Road centreline distance
per person (metres)

Note: Road capacity is measured as centreline road distance and not centreline lane distance,
due to poor data availability. The latter would be a more accurate measure of operating capacity.
Data source: UITP 1995, Millennium Cities Database. International Association of Public Transport Providers (UITP), Brussels.

2.3

Induced

traffic

growth

and

transport

community

has

accepted

that

microeconomic theory

demand is elastic with respect to factors like

Part of the reason why SACTRA‘s findings on

fuel and vehicle-operating costs, so arguing

induced traffic growth were accepted can be

that it is not elastic with respect to travel

attributed

time is inconsistent.

to

the

microeconomics

committee‘s

to

explain

use

of

it.

In

microeconomic terms, induced traffic growth

But if induced traffic growth is accepted,

is

the

then there are wider theoretical implications

demand for travel with respect to travel time

simply

that arise, which ultimately have implications

is

and

for transport policy and practice. This was

Noland 2003). Or in other words, if travelling

recognised by Downs (1962) and Thomson

from

and

(1977) who articulated how the deterioration

destinations is made faster, demand for that

of public transport services accompanies

service

urban motorway expansion. In simple terms,

elastic

14

a
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acknowledgment

(SACTRA
particular

will

1994;
set

increase.

of

that

Goodwin
origins

Historically,

the
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Downs argued that if the marginal cost of

anticipated

travel by private motor vehicle is reduced

contemporary sustainable transport planning

below that for public transport travel, then

— enhanced accessibility rather than greater

some

public

mobility by taking a whole systems approach

transport so that the loss of patronage could

and considering both land-use and transport

lead to service cuts. If this occurs, then

together

further

transport

example, Litman 2003, Bertolini, Clercq and

patronage could occur, leading to further

Kapoen 2005; Becker, Gerike and Böhmer

declines in service levels and ultimately

2007; Zeibots 2007).

people

would

reductions

shift

in

from

public

the

central

rather

than

argument

in

isolation

of

(for

greater road traffic congestion (Downs 1962;
Thomson 1977).

Another critical point that arises from the
recognition of induced traffic growth is the

Thomson‘s explanation is more expansive

relationship between private car and public

than Downs‘. Motivated by his experience of

transport use as set out in what has been

arguments surrounding the GLDP, Thomson

called the

produced a book — Great cities and their

1994, p. 128). Mogridge formulated this

traffic (1977). He argued the same essential

view while working at the GLC during the

points

as

microeconomic

1980s. In simple terms he argued the

theory,

but

these

Downs

using

(SACTRA

a

average speed of the road network is set by
the average speed of the public transport

compared 30 cities from around the world

network. This is because the speed of public

and articulated how traffic movement, peak-

transport

hour crowding on public transport, problems

schedule

with

network is variable. If speeds on the fixed

the

appraisal

of

inadequacy

cities

of

with

conjecture

he

systems

supplemented

Mogridge

where

off-peak

public

services
while

operate

the

network

speed

drop

to
of

a

fixed

the

road

transport services and parking constraints

schedule

because

service

work in tandem with patterns of land-use

levels are reduced, the increase in the time

activity to generate

access opportunities

component of the marginal cost of trips will

through agglomeration within cities, arguing

encourage some people to shift to the road

that if relative accessibility is greater by car

network where the marginal cost of trips is

because lots of roads have been built, then

lower. People will keep doing this and add to

land-use patterns will orientate themselves

congestion until a new equilibrium between

around these despite being less efficient than

the two networks is reached and there is no

land-use patterns orientated around mass

significant advantage to be gained in shifting

transit (Thomson 1977, pp. 19–53 and 56–

(Mogridge 1997).

59).
These theoretical positions that defer to
Thomson‘s

traffic

microeconomic theory do not point to urban

planning is its preoccupation with increasing

central

motorway building and road widening as

the

strategies that would succeed in overcoming

amount

of

criticism

movement

of
or

mobility

because analyses treat the transport system

congestion

and

nor

does

their

logical

in isolation to other key elements of the

conclusion point to significant increases in

urban system. The real goal of transport

the economic fortunes of cities that pursue

should be facilitating greater accessibility

such strategies.

and reducing road traffic congestion by
providing

transport

While there have been attempts to counter

services as an alternative, placing a wide

these arguments (for example, Bly, Johnston

diversity of destinations within walking and

& Webster 1987; Foster 1995; Prakash,

cycling distance. On this point, Thomson

Oliver & Balcombe 2001), they have not
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capacity
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been compelling or successful (Zeibots 2007,

mnemonic CATWOE as shown in Fig. 6 and

pp. 40, 152–154 and 200–204). In the

the assemblage of them into a rich picture

meantime, the empirical evidence to support

follows a particular set of steps that will only

these theoretical overviews grows and the

be briefly described.

problem of congestion has failed to go away.
All
3.

GOVERNMENT

RESPONSES

TO

rich

pictures

map

a

transformation

process of some kind. The first step is to

CONGESTION: THE STRUCTURE OF THE

define

TRANSPORT DECISION MAKING CYCLE

expressing it as a root definition that takes

the

transformation

process

by

the form a system to do X by Y in order to
This section describes the key relationships

achieve Z (Checkland and Scholes 1990, p.

in the structure of the political system that

36). The root definition for this analysis is: A

are ultimately responsible for the inability to

system to decide whether or not to give

resolve the cycle that emerges in relation to

approval

the issue of induced traffic growth. The

motorway within the rules of a democratic

material presented here draws on more

society, where X is the act of deciding, Y is

extensive analysis undertaken by Zeibots

the rules of a democratic society and Z is

(2007, pp. 64–121).

approval

for

or

construction

rejection

of

of

a

an

urban

motorway

proposal.
Section

3.1

briefly

describes

the

Soft

Systems Methodology (SSM) used to analyse

In this analysis, the Customers are the

the transport decision-making systems in

general community, which includes private

London and Sydney. Section 3.2 applies the

individuals, interest groups and businesses,

methodology and summarises the findings.

members of which have a diverse set of
values and motivations. The Actors are the

3.1 Soft Systems Methodology

technical officers working with the various

The SSM used in this analysis was developed

government departments responsible for the

by

technical

Checkland

as

a

way

of

identifying

evaluation

and

justification

for

problems with organisational arrangements

proceeding with a motorway development.

— or soft structures — when trying to solve

The system Owner is the Minister or elected

a particular problem and has its roots in

representative given the power to ultimately

engineering science rather than the social

approve or reject a motorway proposal. The

sciences (Checkland 1999; Checkland 2001).

Environmental Constraints refer to the rules,

The method uses a device known as rich

jurisdictional

pictures as a way of revealing the structure

environment in which the decision is being

of

made. This not only refers to the rules

a

given

depicting

social

the

situation.

key

By

visually

relationships

and

around

road

boundaries

and

and

regulatory

motorway

decisions

exchanges that take place within a given

specifically, but also the wider governance

social

and electoral system. These are discussed in

situation

it

becomes

possible

to

identify the path a particular decision takes

detail in Zeibots (2007, pp. 68–70).

through a social system, the responses it
triggers and the outcomes that eventuate
from it. All rich pictures have a set of generic
elements

16

that

are

summarised

in

the
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Figure 6 CATWOE elements

C

customers



victims/beneficiaries

A

actors



those who carry out
the activities

T

transformation
process

‘

expression of purposeful
activitiy, expressed as
input

T

output

W

weltanschauung

‘

world view that makes this
definition meaningful

O

owner

‘

those who can stop
the activity

E

environmental
constraints

‘

constraints in the system
environment taken as given

Source: Checkland, P. B. 2001, ‘Soft systems methodology’ in Mingers, J. and Rosenhead, J. (eds), Rational analysis for a
problematic world revisited: problem structuring methods for complexity, uncertainty and conflict. 2nd edition. Wiley, New York,
p. 75.

The weltanschauung, or world-view, is a

accepting or rejecting a road proposal. Of

subtle but critical feature of this decision-

key significance is the array of different

making system and comprises the belief that

community responses. These are shown as

adding road capacity to an urban network

either supportive — the upper section of the

will

The

rich

the

community reactions fed back to the Minister

attendant set of theories, methodological

— or hostile — the lower section of the

practices

conventions

picture. Four different grounds for accepting

essential to the work of the Actors. The

or rejecting a proposal have been listed as

phenomenon

growth

examples, but in practice these are many.

questions these however, which is why it has

The tension between divergent community

been

the

reactions generates a dynamic in the system

members of the general community, elected

that feeds back to the owner and through to

government and transport professionals.

the Actors engaged in the transformation

reduce

traffic

weltanschauung

a

also

and

rise

assessment

of

cause

congestion.
gives

induced
for

to

traffic

conflict

between

picture

—

showing

an

array

of

process.
Once the CATWOE elements have been
identified

and

a

definition

The other side of the model depicts the

constructed, the work of creating a rich

Roads Department and Transport School. As

picture can begin. Verbs are used to link the

with the role of Minister, the inner workings

system

root

whole

and relationships between these institutions

system structure as well as the role of

are more complex than shown in Figure 7.

subsystems. Figure 7 shows a rich picture

There

that contains all the generic elements of the

between these institutions and subgroups

political

within the community.
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elements,
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Figure 7 A soft system model of the political decision making process for urban motorway
proposals

Behind the system Owner there is also a

extent to which they are able to exert power

complex sub-system that determines how

over the system. Identifying how customers

that person acquired that position of power.

are able to exert power over the system

Similarly, the two groups that comprise the

Owner and Actor agencies is achieved by:

system Actors have complex sub-systems

…

that underlie their behaviour. In this brief

commodities power is manifest

overview of the research, it is not possible to

in the situation, and finding out

explore these in detail and so the discussion

how

will be confined to the key elements as they

obtained,

apply to the issue of induced traffic growth,

passed

its implications for transport policy, and how

commodities include role-based,

these

sapiential

were

processed

by

the

decision-

making system.

[A]sking

through

these

what

commodities
used,

on

preserved,
…

or

are

Typical
charismatic

authority; privileged access to
certain people or information;

3.2

Applying a rich picture structure

of the transport decision-making system

command

of

resources

etc.

(Checkland 2001, pp. 73–74).

to London and Sydney
In representational democratic systems like
An

important

aspect

of

the

histories

the UK and Australia, votes are the primary

discussed in Section 2 is the role played by

commodity

individuals in the community who protested

ultimately determine who is assigned the

against the development of urban roads and

role of system Owner. As shown in Section

motorways. This is because they provide the

2.1, when communities disapprove of a

motivation for change. How well they are

policy they have the option of voting the

able to trigger change is determined by the

governing
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of

party

power
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office.
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combinations

national

be relied upon to make sound decisions,

jurisdictions exist, multiple system Owners

of

often for no other reason than that they are

are responsible for decision-making, which

in that role (Weber 1962, p. 74). Role-based

can confuse the relationship between system

authority is a less tangible and mechanically

Customers and Owners. One Owner may not

more complex commodity of power than

be

beholden

local

to

directly

votes. A variation of role-based authority is

affected by an unpopular motorway proposal

the belief that technical advice provided by

because her/his electoral boundaries include

professionals must be sound, because it is

a

their job to provide that service (Arendt

large

the

and

community

number

neighbourhoods.

in

1954, pp. 108–109). This latter form of rolebased authority, particularly in specialist

resources to communicate, or are unable to

areas like transport, is dependent on another

persuade others to agree with them, they

commodity of power — access to technical

are less likely to influence the multiple

and specialist information.

Owners,

the

unaffected

opposition to a motorway do not have the

system

If

of

communities

leading

to

conflict

and

division.

When

conflict

occurs

within

a

decision-

making system like that for urban motorway
There are many considerations that people

proposals, the problem is often exacerbated

take into account when electing a national

by the inability of system Owners, and the

government. Transport is only one. What is

lay communities that elect them, to question

significant is that the consequences of the

technical advice provided by system Actors.

split and conflict within the function of

Without access to specialist knowledge, it

system Owner sent signals to the system

becomes difficult to question the authority of

Actors. These signals clashed with the usual

an unpopular policy that is the product of a

procedures and knowledge base used by

previously compatible relationship between

individuals

as

system Owners and Actors. It also becomes

Actors, extending the conflict to other parts

working

in

their

capacity

difficult to formulate alternative courses of

of the system. While the history of events in

action. This form of conflict drives at the

London related earlier showed that various

very heart of specific knowledge structures,

motorways

were

removed

legislative

plan

finally

from

the

for in order to change or overturn them it is

passed

by

not enough to recommend change in a

government, the problem was not resolved

general way. Real change only comes with

to

specific directives are made that put system

the

extent

that

conflict

between

government and the community stopped.

Actors

in

a

position

where

they

must

acknowledge and address the shortcomings
In

order

to

maintain

of

of the stock of ideas they rely on to solve

authority, system Owners need to justify

problems. Or in other words, directives have

their

and

to be given that intervene at appropriate

implement them to the satisfaction of the

points in the scientific research process

electorate or system Customers. To do this,

itself. This is what happened when GLC staff

the relationship between system Owners and

undertook

Actors

motorway developments.

respective

needs

to

their

policy

be

positions

positions

cooperative

and

before

and

after

studies

of

constructive. The nature of this relationship
is dependent on a range

of secondary

On producing the analysis, the GLC staff

commodities of power. The first is role-based

found evidence of traffic volumes greater

authority, which refers to the general belief

than what could be reasonably attributed to

that individuals — like ministers — and

traffic reassignment. Up until that time, the

groups of people — like governments — can

Department of Transport had not undertaken
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any

comprehensive

before

and

after

impacted

on

the

minutiae

of

transport

analyses of urban motorway development,

assessment methods (SACTRA 1994, pp.

despite its role as the primary advocate.

187–202). In 1997, New Labour was elected

In

political

terms,

significant

outcomes.

Councillors

were

this

produced

First,

able

Labour

discipline

to power, heralding a raft of further reforms
to

the

assessment

process.

The

New

and

Approach to Appraisal (NATA) criteria were

encourage staff in such a way as to get them

established in an attempt to give greater

to work more cooperatively within the terms

weight

of their policy thinking. Second, the GLC was

represent in terms of microeconomic analysis

able to show evidence of the merits of its

and traffic modelling, replacing the previous

policy platform, both in the theatre of public

EIS process (Prince 1999). But despite these

discussion and in the throes of technical

early reforms, current policy has to some

debates with Actors from the Department of

extent reverted back to a road-building

Transport motorway inquiries. This enhanced

agenda. New plans to expand cross Thames

the role-based authority of system owners

River capacity by a Thames Gateway Bridge

and actors opposed to urban motorway

were put forward again in the mid 2000s but

developments

while

to

the

two

threatening

that

to

factors that were

difficult

to

of

were kicked into touch, possibly because of

government Ministers and the Department of

effective opposition at the Public Inquiry by

Transport.

notable transport specialists including Phil
Goodwin, John Elliott, John Whitelegg and

In 1985, the Thatcher Government abolished

Keith Buchan. Nevertheless after nearly 70

the GLC, removing the split in the system

years of this scheme being contained in

owner that had restricted easy passage of

various plans it isn‘t dead. Furthermore there

many motorway proposals. Responsibility for

are a range of schemes for widening the M25

transport and motorway development within

currently under construction and plans are

the London area was brought under the

being debated for an additional Thames road

control of the National Government. In 1989

crossing down stream of the M25.

the Thatcher Government released a white
paper entitled Roads to Prosperity. During

The tension that takes place between the

this

motorway

motivations and goals of special interest

proposals were not confined to urban areas

period,

groups and those of the general community

but initiated in rural electorates as well.

is responsible for the cycle that Goodwin

Later that year, the last link in London‘s M25

observed. The cycle and underlying tension

outer orbital motorway was opened to traffic.

occurs because of the way in which the

After

opening,

controversial

traffic

decision-making system is structured and in

volumes on almost every section of the ring-

it

was

clear

that

particular, the inability of the system to

road were greater than on the original road

enable the general community to resolve

network and much higher than predicted

these issues and direct the system Owners

(SACTRA 1994, p. 51).

and Actors to function in a way that best
meets general community needs. Or in other

It was within this climate that the Secretary

words,

while

votes

of State, John Gummer, instructed SACTRA

commodity of power that can change policy

to investigate the issue of induced traffic

through changing the political party and

growth.

elected

representatives

are

the

that

primary

occupy

the

position of system owner, they cannot bring
In

the

years

that

followed,

SACTRA‘s

more

definite

resolution

so

that

the

recommendations to include consideration of

weltanschauung is changed decisively to give

induced

a lasting change.
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traffic

growth

in

assessments
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actual policies and legislative content in
The problem with both the London and

addition to electing political representatives.

Sydney governance systems is that the

By

system

governed

Customers

have

no

way

of

contrast,

London

by

and

Sydney

representational

are

democratic

controlling the formal relationship between

systems, where subjects and citizens are

the system Owners and Actors. Similarly,

able to elect politicians to represent their

under these jurisdictions they have no way

interests, but are not able to vote on policy

of

content directly.

controlling

the

informal

relationships

between those Customers who do not vote,
but

system

We argue that direct democratic functions

through monetary exchanges and business

who

exert

power

within the Swiss decision-making system

activities, such as industry groups who may

enables a break with the political cycle

benefit from a given set of policies that do

discussed in Section 3, and as will be

not

described, this has had repercussions for

necessarily

over

benefit

the

the

general

community.

transport planning and professional practice
that have created better outcomes to those

The extent to which this is the case is best
appreciated

when

communities

living

comparing
under

a

achieved in Britain and Australia.

how

significantly

5.2

Public

reaction

to

motorway

different governance system process similar

proposals in Zürich and public initiated

issues.

referendums

4.

As with London and Sydney, Zürich was the

BREAKING THE CYCLE: EXAMPLES

THAT

RUN

COUNTER

TO

THE

UK

EXPERIENCE

subject of a motorway based strategic plan
developed in the 1960s and which planning
authorities attempted to implement in the

In the conclusions to Great cities and their

early 1970s. This is shown in Fig. 8

traffic, Thomson observed:
Finally one must emphasize the
importance

of

In

institutional

transport

arrangements. Probably the decisive

power

has

of

arriving

at

Sydney

Zürich, Switzerland. The reason for this
Swiss

decision-

making system is dramatically different to
those operating in Britain and Australia.
Zürich is governed by a direct democratic
system, where citizens are able to vote on

21

believed

urban

constructed

in

the

In

when

rejecting

response,

Zürich

motorway
residents

initiated a referendum, which defeated the

response to urban motorway proposals in
the

being

raised

proposals.

In this section we briefly explore the public

that

Sydney,

similar reasons that people in London and

rational

(Thomson 1977, pp. 322–323).

is

and

Goldcoast Corridor, they objected, citing

policies and of implementing them

comparison

professionals

motorways

obtain a governmental structure which
capable

London

confronted by the prospect of one of the

been

distributed. […] It is therefore vital to
is

in

However, when the Zürich community was

in many cities has been the way in
planning

as

motorways would reduce traffic congestion.

factor determining strategic decisions
which

Zürich,

motorway proposal and advocated upgrades
to public transport services instead. At this
time Zürich did not have the extensive SBahn network it does today. Indeed mass
transit services were more poorly developed
in Zürich than they were in London and
Sydney. The Goldcoast Corridor upgrade was
the start of what would later become a more
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comprehensive

network of

suburban

rail

services for the wider metropolitan area.

Figure 8 Existing and proposed motorway sections in Zürich

N
0

5

10

kilometers

completed motorways
(State and Federal)

State motorways
(under construction)

State motorways
(abandoned)

urbanised area

Federal motorways
(theoreticaly to
be completed)

Federal motorways
(under construction)

Federal motorways
(abandoned)

waterbodies

Adapted from: Kenworthy, J. R., Laube, F. B., with Newman, P. W. G., Barter, P., Raad, T., Poboon, C. and Guia, B. (1999)
International sourcebook of automobile dependence in cities 1960–1990, University Press of Colorado, Boulder, p. 414.

In 1972 a referendum in the Zürich Canton

metropolitan

area

saw the community reject a government

hinterlands.

proposal to replace the surface tramway

development of Zürich Central Station, an

system with an underground network — a

elected

proposal devised primarily to increase road

decision that unless there was a high level of

space availability for motor vehicle traffic.

coordination between different mass transit

Capital made available by abandonment of

services

the underground was subsequently invested

minimised, the project was likely to fail in

in the expansion of on-street tramway and

practice.

suburban heavy rail services.

legislation for creation of the ZVV to a public

After

and

investment

politician of the

so

that

The

surrounding
in

day made

connection

Government

times
put

the
the

were

enabling

vote to overcome this problem. From the
In 1990, the Zürich Verkers Verbund (ZVV)

outset the ZVV has set itself the goal of

was

working in the interests of the customer

created

—

a

government

agency

responsible for the coordination of all mass

rather

transit

operators, devising ways to maintain and
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services

within

the

Zürich

than

operational

convenience

for
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increase operating and interchange speeds

5.3.1

of the public transport network. Measuring

systems on transport policy and practice

The impact of direct democratic

the performance of operators and enforcing

In the case of Zürich, transport policy and

compliance with standards is fundamental to

practice is more in alignment with the

this role (Laube 2006, pers. comm.).

general community interest than skewed
towards

5.3

Changes to professional practice

While

the

Swiss

Federal

Government

the

perceptions

minority

groups

working

on

such

the

or

interests

as

of

professionals

delivery

of

particular

maintains a motorway program, like many

transport modes or industrial producers as is

Cantons, it too prioritises rail and public

the case in London and Sydney.

transport development over road expansion.
Mass transit companies were able to capture

The delivery of public transport services is

and respond to public requirements at a time

more customer service focused. Enabling

when

have

passengers to make difficult connections is

dominated transport policy. Because mass

an important function of the mass transit

transit

political

system

environment in which specific proposals that

difficult

benefit the customer/voter are regularly put

attempted

to

decision-making

a

road-building
operators

federal

interests

function

vote

and

could

in

a

these

proposals

in

Switzerland.

for

operators
to

the

This

function

and

so

same

where

the

services

are

community

curtailed by a change of government, and

ultimately provided has little power. Similar

road-based interest groups cannot coerce

outcomes are achieved in relation to cost.

elected government to stop these programs.

Under

Swiss

the

not
under

become law, network development cannot be

the

whom

is

extent

regimes

for

is

system,

the

general

community has the power to express its
This has occurred in relation to federal rail

views

services as well as urban mass transit. For

achieved by pursing a particular technical

example,

approach. Given they provide the bulk of the

Swiss

Federal

Railway

(SBB)

on

whether

for

country‘s
highly

would have cost several billion francs and

capital is outlaid, benefits are distributed

served

and

equitably and long term commitments to

destinations. This proposal was rejected by a

programs are secured so that resources are

public referendum, prompting SBB engineers

not wasted by changing programs mid term.

a

select

few

origins

to

they

ensure

are

is

between Geneva and Zürich. The project

motivated

base,

money

engineers proposed a high-speed rail link

only

revenue

value

that

more
where

to develop a proposal that was acceptable to
the community. Rail 2000 was the result — a

These

program of upgrades to existing networks

professional

that would allow faster trips across the entire

assessment

federal network at a much lower investment

practice of service planning was developed in

cost. This amounted to a far-reaching reform

response

of the national rail system, involving a long-

professionals

term commitment to capital expenditure.

services

When

minimum.

the

Federal

Government

put

the

conditions

have

practice
methods.

to

the
find

while
The

influenced

and
For

example,

communities
ways

to

keeping

technical

wish

that

improve

spending

methods

the

rail

to

deployed

a
by

program to a national referendum, Rail 2000

professionals operating in Switzerland are

was passed by a large majority in all

very different to those used by similar

Cantons.

professionals

operating

in

London

and

Sydney. In the Swiss context, professionals
are compelled to innovate and find ways of
providing high levels of service with less
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resources. Such outcomes are ideally what

have

all

outcomes.

democratic systems should

strive

to

a

degree

of

control

over

final

achieve. Under a direct democratic system
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Is there such a thing as an environmentally-friendly car?
Theoharis Tziovaras, M.Sc.
Introduction
With
growing
concern
regarding
anthropogenic climate change being diffused
in the public around the world, various
corporations are seeking measures to either
shift towards more sustainable practices or
appear to do so in order to garner marketing
benefits. The same applies for companies
intricately linked with climate change simply
by virtue of their existence, such as oil and
car companies. Indeed, as criticism against
the current car culture gains momentum, car
companies
are
keen
to
develop
―environmentally-friendly cars‖ that either
―pollute little‖, or are not powered at all by
oil, but by ―sustainable fuels‖, biofuels,
electricity or fuel cells. Some companies
have also started advertising such products,
enrolling polar bears to hug the thoughtful
owners of electric cars. The ―green car‖ is
being promoted as the sustainable mode of
transport since it won‘t emit greenhouse
gases. Meanwhile, experience shows that
even colleagues who are well aware of the
basic precepts of sustainability seem to
accept such an idea, given that the focus on
cars usually falls solely on the carbon
emissions. Yet, cars cause a variety of major
problems from a sustainability perspective,
far more than climate change. Hence this
article, which aims to put together some of
these problems (they have appeared in the
literature long before), so as to see whether
―environmentally-friendly cars‖ solve them.
More than tailpipe emissions
The first major problem of cars is, of course,
carbon emissions. Reduction or elimination
of carbon emissions is also the major
argument of car companies when promoting
―green cars‖. It is quite common on behalf of
companies to draw attention only to that
part of the product‘s life cycle which suits
their needs, and this is also what happens
with ―eco-cars‖. For when one looks at the
full carbon emissions of an automobile, it is
absolutely necessary to discuss not only
tailpipe emissions, but also the carbon
emitted during the extraction of materials,
the
transportation,
manufacturing,
the

27

maintenance and the disposal of a car.
Moreover, the construction, maintenance
and lighting of roads must be accounted for.
Conducting a life-cycle analysis, Chester and
Horvath (2008) suggested that on average
the life-cycle emissions of a car increase by
as much as 1.6 times compared with
calculating solely the fuel consumption
emissions. This indicates that a significant
amount of carbon is emitted during the
production and end phases of the life cycle of
an automobile – and that this would be
emitted even if the car ran on pure water.
The same applies for the various poisonous
by-products emitted by cars, such as carbon
monoxide, NOx and particulate matter. The
same study concluded that 30 times more
pollutants are emitted during the extraction
of materials and construction of a car than
during its utilisation (Chester and Horvath,
2008). This indicates that, even though a
―green car‖ may not pollute locally, it still
substantially pollutes the closed material
system that is planet Earth. This reality also
signifies a great hypocrisy that takes place in
modern societies: if a pedestrian opened a
box that released poison into the air, he/she
would most probably be arrested; yet such
behaviour is tolerated when conducted by
drivers.
Another
major
problem
arising
from
automobiles is noise pollution. While often
overlooked, it is one of the most detrimental
nuisances of urban life, causing various
serious health concerns. Among them are
hearing
impairment,
cardiovascular
disturbances, aggression and disturbances in
mental health, hypertension and stress,
tinnitus and sleep disturbances (Goines and
Hagler, 2007). Indeed, any rational observer
must have noticed that one of the strongest
factors constituting modern cities non-livable
is the noise created by cars. Noise pollution
ranges from place to place: in Amman,
Jordan it‘s been calculated at 46-81 dB(A)
during daytime (Jamrah et al. 2006), while
90% of the measurements surpassed an Leq
of 65 dB(A) at Cáceres, Spain (Morillas et al.
2002). In both such cases of noise pollution,
the level is enough to cause annoyance and
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health disturbances to humans; indeed roads
account for 78% of noise annoyance in
countries like Norway (Statistics Norway,
2006). Given the importance of all those
health effects, they should be included in the
dialogue of whether electric vehicles should
have artificial noise for ―safety‖ reasons, as
car companies desire. Maybe they would
then reconsider if it‘s ―safe‖ to reside in an
environment where noise aggravates people.
A fifth major problem caused by cars is
accidents and deaths. According to the World
Health Organisation (2004), traffic collisions
are the leading cause of death for young
people (aged 10-24) globally. It is estimated
that 1.2 million people are killed each year,
while as many as 50 million are injured, with
children and the elderly being the most
vulnerable (ibid.). Apart from the immense
pain and the unjust loss of life, there is a
substantial economic cost of global road
crashes, estimated by the WHO (2004) at
US$518 billion. It should be noted that the
relevant cost in developing countries is
estimated at US$65 billion – which is more
than the total amount they receive each year
in development assistance (ibid.). This
means that poor countries receive assistance
in order to ―develop‖ and build more roads
for cars, which then strip their societies of
any
financial
benefits
coming
from
―development‖ – except when the revenues
gained through treating traffic injuries and
fatalities are counted as a ―good‖ because
they increase the GDP of a country, as is
currently the case. Yet, one must wonder
whether this kind of increase in GDP actually
contributes to true development and wellbeing, as is assumed in GDP accounting.
Another issue caused by the excessive use of
cars in modern cities is congestion.
Congestion leads to loss of time and energy
for the individual, as well as inability to
calculate arrival time. Congestion leads to a
real economic –albeit external– cost, mostly
due to loss of time and increased pollution.
Although hard to quantify, in one calculation
the Texas Transportation Institute (2007)
concluded such costs to reach US$78.2
billion in the USA in 2005 (in Victoria
Transport Policy Institute, 2009). When the
agitation caused by congestion is coupled
with the aggression instigated by the
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increased noise, then the result is road rage,
a detriment for the social web and a daily
nuisance for millions of people.
Land allocated to just one person
It has been well-documented that the best
way to deal with congestion is not to add
more roads, but to remove cars from the
street. This would also solve yet another of
the major problems our car-centered culture
proliferates: the amount of land allocated to
cars. Cars take up land used for roads and
for parking, but also during the processes of
mining and quarrying, using a significant
amount of this non-renewable resource;
indeed, roads cover 1.45% of England‘s land
area (Whitelegg, 1994). Pollution and carbon
emissions also require land to absorb this
waste and re-enter it into the natural system
so that it‘s purified. Cars also, due to their
size, take up significant land within the
limited space of the urban system, a reality
that‘s been revealed as crazy behaviour by
Knoflacher (2006), who indicated through his
walkmobile how it would be considered
unsocial if conducted by pedestrians taking
up the same space.
The obesity epidemic which is sweeping
around the ―developed‖ world is also directly
related to the widespread use of the
automobile, and is yet another major
problem. Bassett et al. (2008) found that
countries in Europe, North America and
Oceania, where active transport (cycling,
walking, mass transit) was less prevalent
than the car, suffered from a significantly
higher degree of obesity. Obesity leads to
reduced life expectancy and various health
problems.
Another major problem cars create is that
they need lots of materials. While mining
alone –particularly of steel– is a huge issue,
with various repercussions on the natural
systems of this planet, cars are also made of
toxic materials which, if not properly
handled, leak into the environment upon
disposal and create widespread pollution.
Some of these materials, such as brominated
flame retardants used in car seats, are
neurotoxins, hence current automobile
design creates a health hazard for the driver
as well. Finally, even though resources are
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finite, we continue to extract ore and
minerals relentlessly, also using massive
quantities of water in order to manufacture
cars – as much as 500,000 lt for a single car
(Barlow & Clarke, 2002; in Mercier, 2009).
The ninth major problem of cars is the
community fragmentation witnessed in
places with heavy car usage. Appleyard‘s
and Lintell‘s (1972) pioneering study,
replicated by Hart and Parkhurst (2011),
indicated that the social life of streets with
heavy traffic suffers tremendously due to the
presence of cars. Cars also lead to urban
sprawl (Litman, 1995). All these pose a
hugely overlooked detrimental effect of
modern society‘s obsession with cars. The
same effect also applies to habitats: roads
are
a
major
contributor
to
habitat
fragmentation (Watson, 2005). Moreover,
cars are also responsible for an increasing
number of killed animals. Although hard to
measure, it is estimated that some hundred
thousand to some hundred million animals
become roadkill globally each year (Seiler &
Helldin 2006). Watson (2005) estimated that
one million vertebrates are killed each year
in the USA alone. Thus cars are also a major
cause of biodiversity loss.
The final major problem caused by cars is
dependence on oil and the ensuing
geopolitical decision-making that all too
often results in war. Even though war is a
complicated procedure, with many different
reasons, it cannot be denied that oil is at
least partly a factor behind recent military
operations in Iraq and perhaps Libya. And oil
can be both a blessing and a curse,
depending on whether you‘re Norway or
Nigeria…





An electric car would be less noisy
than conventional automobiles. Yet
car companies, perhaps not being
happy with such an arrangement
that takes away ―pleasure‖ from
driving, are pushing for artificial
noise to be included in the package.
Hence, if this falls through, noise
pollution would remain an issue.



Even the greenest car possible can
still kill and maim children, youth
and elderly.



Road rage as well does not depend
on the fuel.



People who drive and don‘t exercise
are still more likely to become obese,
even if they drive a hybrid.



A ―green car‖ has the same size as a
conventional car, hence congestion is
still a problem.



We would still need massive amounts
of land to accommodate roads and
parking for ―green cars‖, both in
cities and in the countryside.



Such roads would also fragment
communities and habitats, while
―green cars‖ would kill millions of
animals, thus still reducing the
biodiversity of this planet.



Finally, there would still be a heavy
strain for materials for ―green cars‖,
with water being perhaps the most
important resource on the planet
that
is
used
in
automobile
construction.

How do “green cars” fare?
Let us now have a look at how many of
those major problems caused by cars are
solved by a ―green car‖, using the cleanest
technology imaginable today, such as solarpowered fuel cells or wind-derived electricity.
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Such a car would still lead to carbon
emissions – less of course, but still
significant – during the extraction,
processing, and transportation of
materials,
and
during
the

construction,
maintenance
and
disposal of the car.
Exactly the same applies for air
pollution: a ―green car‖ still pollutes
the air in its overall lifecycle. Even if
pollution wouldn‘t be concentrated in
cities with ―green cars‖, air pollution
travels freely in the atmosphere. In
any case, the Earth is a closed
system regarding materials and air
pollution is bound to affect some
place or the other.
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The only problem solved by green cars is
that they end dependence on oil and thus
would remove one major factor from the
calculations in the geopolitical chessboard.
Albeit this is indeed an important advantage,
one cannot overlook the ten other major
problems of cars that constitute even the
―cleanest‖ car available definitely not
sustainable.
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The Density Multiplier: A Response to Mees
Peter Newman and Jeff Kenworthy
Density is about people wanting to be in the

Serving doubt

same place.

It‘s not hard to see that the

Merchants of Doubt by Naomi Oreskes and

more people who want to be in the same

Erik Conway (2011) is an analysis of public

place the more that a mass transit system

debate about key topics like smoking and

will be needed, so it‘s not surprising that

climate change. Certain key approaches are

there will be a relationship between density

used to underline the scientific basis of the

and

need to intervene and regulate for smoking

transport.

Our

work

over

several

decades has been about finding thresholds

or carbon emissions. These include:

that can help in making these relationships
transparent

(Kenworthy

et

al,

1999;

1. Selecting a small cut of data from a

Newman and Kenworthy, 1989, 1999, 2006).

larger sample that supports your
case,

whilst

neglecting

the

big

Making mass transit functional will also

picture. For example, in the mid-

depend

2000‘s there were 5 years when

on

available.

how

frequent

its

service

is

The densest places will not have

temperatures

went

down

even

much transit patronage if services are not

though carbon dioxide was going up.

provided. Paul

However, despite the statistical trend

Mees‘ work over several

decades has been on making these service

for

level relationships transparent (Mees, 2000,

warming

2000

2009).

carbon

years

showing

closely

global

correlates

emissions

there

with
were

‗sceptics‘ who claimed that the fiveIt‘s pretty clear therefore that we shouldn‘t

year

be fighting over these matters. Nevertheless,

relationship existed.

we need to say something in public that we

2. The

trend

was

data

used

proof
to

that

justify

no
the

have said privately to Paul several times: he

relationship are challenged for some

is wrong to denigrate the role of density and

technical reason that no-one else can

he is wrong in his analysis that seeks to

really check, thus sowing seeds of

show this (Mees, 2009; Morton and Mees,

doubt about the whole work.

2010).

The reality is that density and

quality/quantity

of

services

are

both

essential features of mass transit.

3. Anecdotal stories that ‗prove‘ there is
no

relationship

example,

‗my

as

claimed.

90

year

For
old

grandfather smoked all his life‘ or
Nevertheless, Mees describes ―the density

‗Bondi Beach hasn‘t changed in my

delusion‖ as being the biggest barrier to

lifetime,

improving public transport in Australia. We

rising‘.

so

much

for

sea-level

would like to show that density is a multiplier
for any services you provide. In particular,

Paul Mees has used these tactics to prove

transit use can be multiplied many times by

density has no link to transit.

density increases.
1. Selective data
The biggest mystery to us remains why Paul

Mees has made a case for the ‗density

continues to want to denigrate density like

delusion‘ based on a selective presentation

this as it does create doubt in the mind of

of data on cities. Instead of presenting all of

policy makers.

the cities from our global sample he focuses
on the work of Mindali et al (2004) and says:
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―In 2004, a team of Israeli researchers re-

where multiplicative effects start to occur

examined the Australian and US cities in the

(Newman and Kenworthy, 1999, 2006) we

original Cities and Automobile Dependence

start to see that the there is indeed a density

data-set.

multiplier at work. Now there is a r-squared

Their

analysis,

replete

with

a

reproduction of the famous hyperbola, found

of 0.53 between density and car use.

no correlation between density and energy
consumption:

the

US

cities

had

similar

densities to the Australian cities, but much

Figure 1: Urban density versus car use
for Australian and US cities, 1995/6

higher car and energy use (Mindali et al,
2004; Mees 2009, p.35/6).
This approach appears to deliberately blur
the

much

clearer

relationship

between

density and transport patterns (energy use)
when all the cities are included, by simply
taking the small sub-set of cities that have
a very small range in urban densities. Not
even Canadian cities were included. Taking
the more comprehensive and more recent
1995/6

data

in

the

Millennium

Cities

Database (the Mindali paper uses 1980
data) we can explore this finding.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between
urban density and car use per person for just
the fourteen Australian and US cities in this

Figure 2: Urban density versus car use
for Australian, US and Canadian cities,
1995/6

more recent database.2 It shows that there
is a negative, though only weak relationship
(r-squared of 0.22) between density and car
use in these fourteen cities, though it is
negative in line with our other results and
although weak, it is clearly not random.
Figure 2 shows what happens when one
adds in the five Canadian cities3 in the study
using the correct urban density figures and
not the false ones provided by Mees (see
later

discussion

under

Data

Questions).

Canadian cities have densities that are in
fact

on

average

higher

than

US

and

Australian cities, though still in the auto city
range, but by starting to expand the density
range a little in this critical part of the graph

2

The cities in the graph are: Brisbane, Melbourne,
Perth, Sydney, Atlanta, Chicago, Denver,
Houston, Los Angeles, New York, Phoenix, San
Diego, San Francisco and Washington

3

The Canadian cities are Calgary, Montreal,
Ottawa, Toronto and Vancouver.
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Figure 3: Urban density versus car use

dramatically within every city we have ever

for 58 global cities, 1995/6

examined. Los Angeles provides a good
example of both the need for density and the
need

for

transit

service.

Some

internal data provided to us nearly
20 years ago by Metro, the main LA
transit agency, shows how there is a
near perfect relationship within Los
Angeles between density and transit
use, even in a city not renowned for
either its high transit use or high
density. The points on the graph are
Planning Sectors used by Metro in
the 1990s. Los Angeles‘ urban form
of course is not as centralised as
European cities, though clearly it has
areas that achieve relatively high
urban density near the core parts of
Figure 3 presents then the full set of higher
income cities available in the Millennium
Database, which brings in mainly European
and some Asian cities, in total 58 cities
instead of fourteen in the case of Mees‘
comments about the US and Australian
results, which are aimed at invalidating any
link with density, and nineteen in the case of
adding in the
Canadian cities. The result shows that 84%
of the variance in car use across a global
sample is explained by urban density.
It

is

acceptable,

naturally,

relationships

within

samples,

not

but

to

different

to

make

the

explore
regional
rather

wipe out any density effect whatsoever, by
taking only a little slice of the whole picture.
Even the modest increases in density evident
the

somewhat

less

auto-dependent

Canadian cities, when brought in to the
picture (with valid data), has an effect and is
worth considering in policy terms.

Central Los Angeles reaches 58 persons per
ha, likely even higher now, and South
Central Los Angeles is 43 persons per ha.
Both are equal to typical European city
densities (Figure 4).
However, from the Mees ‗service perspective‘
it

is

also

important

to

note

that,

notwithstanding Los Angeles reputation as a
mega-sprawling

low

density

region,

LA

County is now the densest urbanised area in
that of the Copenhagen and Stockholm
metropolitan areas and yet it has very
mediocre overall transit use per capita, a
fraction of the two European cities. This is
due at least in part, though not exclusively,
to

relatively

poor

transit

service

infrastructure and service provision, with
only a comparatively small but growing and
so far very successful rail system. Other
factors accounting for its overall low use of
transit include the generous provision for
automobiles symbolised by the extensive

Selective data is very misleading as the
relationship between density and transit is
not only shown between city comparisons
but also within cities. The power of the
relationship with density is shown even more

34

clearly have the highest transit use. West

the USA with an urban density approaching

reductionist leap that simply attempts to

in

LA County and these are the areas that very

freeways

around

which

the

dominant

automobile system is built. But it is also true
that as the LA rail system and new higher
speed

bus

services

are

expanded,

Los

Angeles transit use continues to grow well in
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excess of population growth and it recorded

analysis of their transport greenhouse gas

the highest per capita transit use growth

emissions by local government area showed

between 1995 and 2005 of the 10 major US

that density explained 56% and 71% of the

cities in our global cities update (Kenworthy,

variance

2011). Density at the same time is also

explained 61% and 58% of the variance; in

growing.

other

and

words

transit

both

were

access/services
significant

and

interrelated (Newman, 2006).
Again, both density and transit service levels
are important in determining a city‘s use of

Density is not a delusion; it is a real factor in

transit.

shaping

the

overall

orientation

and

performance of the transport system in
Figure

between

every city on the planet. If we could find one

urban density and transit use within Los

4:

The

relationship

city that did not show some kind of positive

Angeles in 1990.

relationship between density and transport,

even a plateau, then we would begin to
This strong relationship between density and

wonder about the significance of density. But

transit (as well as car use) does not mean

we do not.

there are not other factors at play, but we
find the same picture in every city (Newman

2. Data questions

and Kenworthy, 2006). The extent of the

Mees has suggested that the Global Cities

density correlation will be impacted by other

Database that is used in all our work is

factors such as the level of services and

suspect as the European density data are too

other behaviour factors, as pointed out by

high and hence must be only for the ‗central

Ker (2011), but in no city have we found

city‘

that density did not play an important role in

Australian,

determining

In

inappropriate. This is highly mischievous as

Melbourne and Sydney detailed regression

all our publications presenting the Database
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the

transit

patronage.

thus

making
US

and

comparisons

with

Canadian

cities
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show that the European cities are large city

blending into each other. Sometimes the

areas like the Greater London Area which

nature of the region is so multi-centred and

although still not the full conurbation of

complex with such a large number of cities

London, covers 7.5 million people today and

contained in it, (e.g. the Rhein-Main Region

is hardly a ‗central city‘. Furthermore, this

of which Frankfurt is the main city), that

assertion is another example of Mees rather

even the authorities have a number of ways

selective use of data to make a point that is

of defining it. Where the issue arises of how

not valid. For example, the Ile de France is

to define a ―city‖ the decision is made on the

what we use to represent Paris and always

best balance between the functional urban

have (so do the French), not the Ville de

region and the availability of data.

Paris, which would correspond a little more
to Mees assertion of ―central cities‖, but not

It is appropriate at this point to also point

even then, because the real central city of

out that some European cities have been

Paris is only Arrondissements I to X of the

analysed internally by other researchers and

Ville de Paris, which we use when we present

have come up with identical graphs to the

data on the CBDs of cities.

So yes we do

ones we have developed both between and

have some limited European ―central city‖

within cities (Figure 5). For example, the

data in terms of jobs and parking, but this is

Paris region was studied by INRETS (Institut

clearly defined in our work and refers to the

national de recherché sur les transports et

Central Business District of all our cities (as

leur securite) and they showed near perfect

mostly defined by the cities themselves).

correlations between density and transport
energy

use,

carbon

monoxide

and

A majority of the European cities are similar.

hydrocarbon emissions from transport. Not

Copenhagen, Helsinki, Berlin, Hamburg, The

shown in this paper are a further three

Ruhr,

Athens,

Oslo,

graphs on page 57 of their report which

Bern,

Zurich,

Geneva,

Madrid,

Stockholm,

Glasgow,

Rome,

shows

the

same

near

perfect

negative

Lyon, Manchester and many more of the

correlations between density and transport

European cities in the Millennium Cities

NOx and CO2, and also a strong correlation

Database are legitimate and meaningful

with particulate emissions.

representations of those urban regions. In
fact, very often the definition chosen and

The key point is our European cities data are

also its name is taken from the authorities‘

valid and meaningful and present nothing

own definitions of their urban regions (e.g,

whatsoever that would suggest that density

Greater Manchester).

factors are ―delusional‖ or that we are
misrepresenting European cities. In addition,

More importantly the transport data are

analyses

used only to coincide with the area of the

organisations, such as for the Paris region,

city

confirm the importance of density, not only

that

density

is

collected.

Thus

by

transport

independent

comparisons across the world are possible.

for

Indeed every city in the world has issues

transport emissions.

energy

use,

but

research

also

for

that must be decided on where to draw the
boundaries and these are always discussed

Therefore the criticism that some of the

in detail before decisions are made on what

European cities as defined by us sit in a

to include. European cities do present more

larger urban region and that larger area is

issues than many others in this regard

lower density does nothing to undermine the

because of the heavily urbanised nature of

data at all. The transit usage figures we use

the continent with its innumerable, small,

are calculated for whatever areas we define

medium and large urban settlements, often

and the urban densities for those areas are
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based on land use inventories and are

This is not the case, we always include all

genuine

two

urban land and our definition of urban

parameters are matched. All that would

density given in Kenworthy et al (1999) in

happen if we were able to more widely

Table 2.4 clearly explains this. The data in

define some European cities is that the

Kenworthy et al (1999) for Toronto were all

density would decline and so would the per

consistently

capita transit use because those extra more

Metropolitan Toronto, as it was called then,

far-flung

urban

areas

densities,

are

so

simply

the

more

for

The

Municipality

of

car-

and we specifically noted on page 32 of the

dependent, as they are in every city in the

above book that the better definition would

world.

have been the Greater Toronto Area. In the
next data we collected for Toronto for 1996

Mees claims that Canadian cities are much

in Kenworthy and Laube (2001) we used the

lower in density than we have them and

much

more like American and Australian cities, yet

defined Toronto area in Kenworthy et al,

their transit usage is much higher, thus

(1999) is why the urban density in 1991 is

negating the density factor and proving the

higher, not because of what Mees says. But

service

larger

GTA.

The

less

generously

factor. This is simply not true.

again, the density and other parameters in

Goldberg and Mercer (1986) wrote an entire

our study were tailored to whatever area we

book about the clear differences between US

used, so any statistical regressions remain

and Canadian cities and two of the factors

valid.

highlighted were the higher densities of
Canadian cities and their higher transit use

But even more importantly, Mees‘ Canadian

compared to their US cousins.

cities densities are all universally less than
those of other studies. For example, Bunting,

It is not surprising then to find that the low

Filion and Priston (2002) report for 1996 in

urban densities quoted by Mees for Canadian

Montreal a figure of 32.9 per ha, Mees

cities are not in line with all other sources.

reports 19.8 per ha. An independent and

The average urban density for 2006 for the

careful recent study comparing the reported

five Canadian cities we have incorporated

densities of Canadian cities and exploiting

(Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa and

Google Earth to calculate their own densities

Calgary) is 25.8 persons per ha, while in

using our urban land definition put the

Mees data they average 19.1 per ha. The

Montreal region in 2001 at 30.3 per ha

only metro area where we basically agree for

(Townsend

2006 is Toronto (the GTA) at 26.9 per ha in

Sorensen and Hess, (2007) showed 28.8 per

our data with Mees actually a little higher at

ha in 2001. The land use data we were given

27.2 per ha, which is interesting in that he

suggest

claims

corresponding to our transport data is 25.6

the

following

about

our

higher

Canadian urban densities:

and

that

McGurk,

the

2010),

Montreal

while

region

per ha in 2006. So all other studies place
Montreal over the last 15 years years at

―The reason for this appears to be that

between 26 and 33 per ha, while Mees has it

Kenworthy‘s Canadian figures were ‗net‘ or

at 20 per ha. Bunting et al (2002) report

‗residential‘

non-

densities for our five cities that average 26.9

residential land mixed in with residential

figures

that

excluded

persons per ha in 1996, while in 1996 our

land. This can be seen clearly from their

average figure for the same five cities is 26.2

map of Toronto (Kenworthy et al, 1999, p.

per ha, or almost the same.

375), which shows parks, cemeteries and
Toronto and York Universities as ‗non-urban‘
land.‖ (Mees, 2009, p.37).
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Figure 5: Density, transport and emissions relationships in the Paris region.
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But there are some further rather glaring

plausible. These densities have been worked

problems

out from land use data supplied by the

with

Mees‘

density

data

on

Canadian cities, which become clear in the

authorities

reality

For

definition of what is urban land. What do

example, in 1992 Kenworthy sat with a

other studies report? Bunting et al (2002)

senior planner in the offices of the City of

show 24.4 per ha for 1996, up from 19.7 per

Calgary for two days and using extremely

ha in 1971 (a 1971 figure that was still over

detailed data for each small community they

2 persons per ha more than Mees shows in

assembled the urbanised land area of the

2006). Sorensen and Hess (2007) show 23.5

whole City of Calgary (which is the functional

per ha in 2001 and the Google Earth based

urban region because Calgary has a history

study mentioned above reports 22.2 per ha.

of simply growing its territory by annexing

So we have a range of independent studies

communities as it expands). This planner

placing the Vancouver density over the last

knew his city inside out and had access to

15 years at 22 to 25 per ha, while Mees

the best data available. The final figure for

claims 17 per ha.

testing

of

individual

cities.

there

and

according

to

the

1991 was 20.8 per ha. Revisiting the data for
1996, the density had held at 20.8 per ha

Edmonton, one of the less studied Canadian

and in 2006 this had slipped slightly to 20.5

cities, is reported by Mees with a density of

per ha. Mees‘ reported figure for Calgary in

10.1 per ha. We were given land use data for

2006 of 14.0 persons per ha is simply wrong.

1991, which indicated 29.9 per ha, Bunting

Calgary may be one of the most auto-

et al (2002) show 22.2 per ha in 1996. It is

oriented cities in Canada, but like other

highly unlikely that Edmonton is as low as 10

Canadian cities, and just like Goldberg and

persons per ha, less than Phoenix, Arizona

Mercer (1986) report, Calgary maintains an

and about the same as Houston, Texas.

urban

a

Before serious reporting of such a figure

132

occurs, we believe some basic common

density

relatively

that

healthy

helps

to

transit

give

use

of

it

boardings per capita compared to Sydney in

sense needs to be applied.

2006 (the densest Australian city) with 19.5
persons per ha and 136 boardings per capita

It

(Mees says Sydney‘s density is 20.4 per ha,

highlighting, but in the lower density range

so

Also

of urban regions from around 7 to 30 per ha,

interesting is the fact that at about the same

the difference between 17 and 25 per ha, 14

density and about the same transit use,

and 21 per ha, or 10 and 22 per ha can be

Sydney

vehicle

very significant. It generally means the

kilometres per person of transit service while

difference between a city with a reasonable

Calgary

amount of higher density areas or sub-

not

a

huge

in

difference

2006

provided

provided

apparently

not

there).

52
a

km

78
per

great

person,

reward

for

significantly more service.

might

seem

like

this

is

not

worth

centres and one that is generally more
sprawling and lacking in many less autooriented residential opportunities.

Another interesting one is Vancouver (the
Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD)

Finally, in order to summarise, if we simply

or Metro Vancouver today). Mees says the

take the average urban density for the five

density of Vancouver in 2006 is 17.2 per ha.

Canadian cities we have analysed from the

Our 2006 data show 25.2 per ha, up from

various studies including our own, we find

21.6 per ha in 1996. Given the scale and

they report:

extent of densification in the Vancouver
region, especially in the City of Vancouver,

26.2 per ha for 1996 (Kenworthy and Laube,

such

2001),
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an

increase

in

density

is

entirely
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25.8 per ha for 2006 (Kenworthy, 2011)

delusion

26.9 per ha for 1996 (Bunting et al, 2002),

public policy. Far from our density analyses

26.3

being

per

ha

for

2001

(Townsend

and

and

by

implication

―delusional‖,

we

find

they

are
and

consistent

26.4 per ha for 2001 (Sorensen and Hess,

attempts to wipe them away, as there have

2007; only 3 of the 5 cities),

been over the years, does little for the cause

19.1 per ha for 2006 (Mees, 2009)

of better public policy.

and

McGurk

analysing

this,

offer

(2010)
the

after

following

explanation:

highly

supportable

McGurk, 2010)

Townsend

and

misleading

3. Anecdotal Evidence
The stories that Mees uses to clinch his case
are all very anecdotal. He finds a small town
on the edge of Zurich or an outer suburb in

―The reason for Mees‘ low figures for most of

Toronto and compares it with some hapless

the Canadian cities seems to be because

inner Melbourne suburb where services are

they were ―gross census tract densities‖.

poor. And surprise, surprise they are similar

Mees points out that the minimum density of

or better in fact in the low density area than

a census tract to be considered ―urban‖ is 4

the poor Melbourne example. Based on the

persons/ha. However, minimum threshold is

Mees approach he could conceivably also

not one of the criteria Statistics Canada uses

look at the three graphs from Paris in Figure

to

Census

5 and highlight the commune that appears at

Metropolitan Areas, which include rural areas

about the 12,000 mark on their density axis,

(classified as ―rural fringe‖) which have less

which has much lower energy and emissions

than 10,000 inhabitants and less than 4

than all the others, even though it is of a

persons/ha,

define

the

parts

are

other

modest density for the Paris region. An
anecdotal story could then be created along

census tract density rather than a measure

the lines of ―well look at such and such

of density which takes into consideration the

commune and how low its transport energy

quantity of land considered urbanized. In

use is‖ which could give the impression that

order

the

density doesn‘t matter in Paris either, even

calculation of gross census tract densities

though there is otherwise a near perfect fit

was

with density. This clearly would not be

verify

calculated

included

up

reasons. Mees appears to have used gross

to

but

making

this
using

for

proposition,
the

2001

data

organized for this study. In most cases, the

particularly helpful in a public policy sense.

densities dropped to levels that were very
close to Mees‘ 2006 figures.‖ (Townsend and

Anecdotal stories like this indeed cannot be

McGurk, 2010, p.10)

the basis of public policy, they commonly
illustrate a broader case and that will include

In summary, we go to great lengths to

the need for transit service and density

ensure that what we are measuring in cities

increases. The impression from Paul is that

for density is genuine urban density and it

you can build transit anywhere, add a high

takes a lot of effort to assemble the needed

level of services and all will be well. It may

data, talk to the suppliers of the data in

in some places, but its much more likely to

each city and to do everything possible to

work in denser areas.

ensure it reflects the true urbanised land
area from which to calculate density. It is

In short many cities run Rolls Royce transit

not easy work.

systems in dense enough environments for
the systems to achieve high utilisation rates.

It is pretty strong terminology to suggest

They

that the work of others is contributing to a

advantage, but they could not do it to

40

―value-add‖

to

their

basic

density
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anywhere near the same effect if they didn‘t

It

have that significant overall density of 40

differences between whole cities are less

plus per ha, with many areas well above

strongly correlated with density than is car

that. Their low density little villages, hamlets

use. Our own analyses show this in the

and suburban enclaves with the good transit

wealthy cities with an r-squared of 0.58

service are firmly embedded and embraced

between transit boardings and urban density

within a highly coordinated, high frequency

and

transit system only made possible and viable

difference and its even more with non-

by very large areas of higher density into

motorised modes (only 0.47 r-squared with

which

density).

their

own

more

modest

transit

is

true

0.82

that

with

public

transport

car use. This

There

are

lots

of

usage

is a big

qualitative,

services are linked. They feed off the main

topographical infrastructure, mixed use and

system

and

other factors that determine non-motorised

supported by density. They are not isolated

that

is

strongly

facilitated

mode use, but you are not going to get very

little exurbs swimming at the edges of

high NMM use in any low density, zoned

sprawling megalopolises. You will not find

environments, whichever way you look at it.

such well performing systems on the edges
of Phoenix or Houston or LA no matter how

With public transport you are sometimes

much effort may be put into providing for

going to have poorly serviced/poor transit

them. The best you will get is a grossly

infrastructure cities of similar density to

underutilised demand responsive minibus to

those with much better or even exceptional

act as a safety net for the desperate. Density

infrastructure and service, so they will have

does matter a lot in such places.

quite divergent transit use. Zurich and Bern
are good cases where their usage sits way

Density Multiplier
The

value

without

of

waiting

off

providing

density

graph

relative

to

their

medium but significant densities because

increases is

they provide such high levels of service,
much of it on rail, the services are so well-

come‘. Perth‘s electric rail system, developed

timed

over the period from 1988 up to now, clearly

superb, clean and well maintained, they all

shows the capacity of rail modes to provide

operate

superior faster services which people will

preponderance of reserved routes with a

flock

good

even

from

density

the

services

incontrovertible. ‗If you service it they will

to

for

better

low

density

areas

and

integrated,

with

speed

green

the

waves

advantage

and

over

have

cars,

a
the

ticketing

access modes. Use of Perth‘s rail system has

users with annual passes, the passenger

exploded from 7 million passengers a year in

information is second to none and so on.

1992 to nearly 60 million in 2010. But the

This added ―quality‖ factor that the Swiss are

value

increasing

services

whilst

encourages

are

provided the stations are fed properly with

in

system

vehicles

committed

also

so good at, on top of the density advantage,

increasing density is a far more powerful

is so pronounced compared to many other

case.

European

The evidence is available and the

cities

of

similar

density,

that

argument can be understood by anyone -

Zurich and Bern ―outperform‖ their density

the more people who have the chance to

and

become

outliers

on

the

graph.

access a transit service, the more chance
you have of them using the service. There is

Density is called an ‗urban sustainability

a scale and density factor that operates to

multiplier‘ by Rees (2003). The evidence that

enhance and multiply whatever operational

density

advantage can be provided.

including
provision

can

improve

urban

public transport,
of

green

functioning,

recycling,

infrastructure

the
(like

trigeneration), and the walkability of an

41
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area, is the basis of this claim. Other urban

density is wrong or inadequate is also

economists like Glaeser (2011) make the

rejected. Indeed the findings suggest that in

same case for a range of other urban

the case of the Canadian cities, it is Mees

services – scale and density matter. This is

own supposed urban density data that are in

now called agglomeration economies and the

error and are not supported by any other

evidence is mounting that cities that do not

work.

take density seriously are going to suffer in
every area of sustainability.

For us, the

The

reductionism,

that

makes

complex

vulnerability to oil continues to be a major

issues like transit viability become a fight

motivation behind our work.

To blithely

between service levels and density, does the

remove the density factor is not something

cause of sustainable transport little good.

we could easily accept and cities will do this

The way of changing a city to be more

at their own peril.

sustainable will obviously require both. Such
changes are never without pain politically.

Getting density increases to happen is not

However, to back off and say that difficult

easy in many cities, especially it seems in

things aren‘t needed is to prevent the kind of

the Eastern Suburbs of Melbourne where

changes that in the long term we must

Mees suggests density has become such a

make. The polycentric city of the future will

barrier to good public policy. However, it is

need carefully planned and implemented

no excuse for trying to denigrate the value of

centres with real density increases. These

density and call it a ‗delusion‘.

In fact

will be linked together across the city by high

density increases are beginning to happen

levels of transit service, thus providing the

across the world‘s cities and they are one of

framework for the low density suburbs to

the factors why car use is now in decline (as

have the necessary public transport base for

set out in Newman and Kenworthy, 2011).

their future viability and resilience. Density

Indeed Melbourne‘s density has gone up

and services together form an indivisible

faster than any other Australian city so the

partnership to help make this kind of city.

populism of Mees to say it is not needed if its
so unpopular, is misplaced. Furthermore,

Neither we nor Paul Mees want to see the

most cities in the world today are diverse

continuation of unsustainable, auto-based

enough

many

patterns of development and transport. The

different housing and urban environment

basic policy thrust of both his and our work

preferences and these are not all anti-

has been to help to create cities that are

density. Many are pro-density based on

better places to live, and which are more

living in a more lively, convenient and

equitable, less environmentally destructive

interesting community where short distances

and more economically viable. Together we

with attractive, hospitable public spaces are

want to prevent policies that lead cities down

common and where walking and cycling

a dangerous path for the future. Paul is an

access to more diverse and frequent transit

outspoken opponent of road infrastructure

services are possible.

increases, he wants better transit services,

to

warrant

and

sustain

he supports investment in better transit and
Conclusion

non-motorised infrastructure and naturally

The promulgation by Mees of the idea that

increases in walking and cycling. We want

density‘s influence on transit and transport

these things too. It is therefore not without

generally in cities is propagating delusions in

some genuine pain and regret to be found in

public

The

conflict with someone who we fundamentally

suggestions that the data we have used over

see as more of a colleague than a detractor,

many years to specify cities in terms of

but nonetheless having to defend our own
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policy

is

totally

rejected.
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work. We believe that there is a genuine

Mees, P. (2009) Transport for Suburbia:

basis for harmonising the issue of density

Beyond the Automobile Age. Routledge,

with that of transit service and quality

London.

factors

so

that

work

can

continue

on

addressing the big picture...making cities

Mees, P. (2009) Density Delusion? Urban

more

Form

liveable,

sustainable,

fairer

and

resilient places.

and

Transport

in

Australian,

Canadian and US Cities. World Transport
Policy and Practice 15 (2), 29-39
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Corrections to previously published articles in World Transport Policy & Practice
Volume 17.2
Correction to the article by Peter Newman and Jeff Kenworthy in World Transport Policy and
Practice, Volume 17, number 2, "Peak car use:

understanding the demise of automobile

dependence":
The authors wish to sincerely thank the generous support of the Helen and William Mazer
Foundation of New Jersey which contributed to the collection of the 2005/6 data reported in this
paper.
Volume 15.2
The article by Paul Mees in volume 15, number 2 omitted a reference. The article titled "The
density delusion? Urban form and sustainable transport in Australian, Canadian and US cities"
refers to Mindali (2004) and the full reference is:
Mindali, O., Raveh, A. and Salomon, I. (2004) Urban Density and Energy Consumption: a New
Look at Old Statistics. Transportation Research A, 38, 143–162.
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